Rotavirus cross-species pathogenicity: molecular characterization of a bovine rotavirus pathogenic for pigs.
Rotaviruses which cause disease in heterologous animal species have been reported but the molecular basis of cross-species infectivity and disease is not established. We report the molecular characterization of a cloned rotavirus, PP-1, which was originally obtained from cattle and which had been biologically characterized in vivo in two target animal species, gnotobiotic pigs and calves. In pigs, PP-1 caused severe clinical disease but in experimental calves it replicated subclinically. PP-1 was characterized as a G3 reassortant with a porcine VP4 and NSP4 but a bovine NSP1. The PP-1 VP4 had 96 to 97% deduced amino acid identity to P[7] porcine rotaviruses and P[7] specificity was confirmed with VP4-specific monoclonal antibodies. Sequence analysis of the PP-1 NSP1 showed 94 to 99.6% deduced amino acid identity to bovine rotaviruses but the NSP4 protein had 94 to 98% identity to the NSP4 genotype B porcine rotaviruses. G-typing PCR initially classified PP-1 as a G10 rotavirus but sequence analysis revealed 92 to 96% identity of the PP-1 VP7 with porcine, simian, and human G3 rotaviruses. These results, combined with the in vivo properties of PP-1 in the two target species, supported the concept that species-specific VP4 and NSP4, but not NSP1, are required to induce rotavirus disease, at least in calves and pigs. The results illustrate experimentally that rotaviruses circulating in one animal species can pose a risk to another by the emergence of a pathogenic reassortant rotavirus under appropriate conditions.